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‘State-of-the-art’ surveillance cameras,
equipment installation completed over holiday
All ‘blind spots’
now covered

N

early 50 new
surveillance cameras
and other infrastructure needs
were installed across the school
and campus over the winter
intersession to vastly improve the
current level of security.
This latest school improvement plan is actually part of
a much larger and expensive
program proposed by Chicago
Public Schools over the summer.
In a July press release, the district
proposed the enhanced electronic security system that would
place new high-definition security
cameras at 14 high schools during
fiscal year 2012 at an estimated
cost of $7 million.
Here at MP, a total of 49 new,
high-definition security cameras
were installed over the threeweek vacation period, replacing
most of the older units inside and
around the exterior of the building, including seven being placed
in previously blind locations.
This work was initially ex-

pected to be completed over the
fall intersession, but was delayed
until this most recent vacation.
However, the project didn’t
simply revolve around the cameras, themselves; the existing
wiring had to be upgraded, new
software installed, plus a new
server, switches, and other components were put in place for the
state-of-the-art system. Four new
computer workstations were also
part of the project.
Installation was completed
by Quantum Crossings, LLC, a
Chicago-based company that
specializes in telecommunications
and related technologies.
For those who have seen any
of the surveillance footage that
the previous system captured,
one would notice that the video
was somewhat pixelated, a bit
blurry, and the frames-per-second
playback was slow and jumpy.
This new system is far more
advanced and sophisticated,
according to Arturo Pascael who
works for Quantum, who added
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Chicago Public School Department of Facilities employees and camera technicians examine one
of the existing surveillance cameras back in September. Although EMPEHI News reported that the
work was to be completed over the fall intersession, the installation was delayed until the winter
intersession. (EMPEHI News file photo)

International Baccalaureate program
holds potluck dinner for students, parents

Illinois State
Scholars
announced

E

By Charron Bournes

F

reshman through
senior-level
International Baccalaureate
students were invited to a
potluck dinner in the school
cafeteria on the Wednesday
evening before winter
intersession, in an effort to
bring the program’s teachers,
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International Baccalaureate parents and students practically fill the cafeteria for what is hoped
to be the first of many potluck dinners. The event, coordinated by Morgan Mudron, was held to
galvanize stakeholders in the challenging program, and give them an opportunity to socialize.
(Photo by Joshua Housing)
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leven seniors were
selected in early
December as Illinois State
Scholars and rank among the top
ten percent of Illinois students.
The students are Charron Bournes, Nikeya Bramlett,
Daniel Chappell, Tasanee Durrett,
Dorsey Hill, Janell Mathus, Alisa
McDaniel, Ashley McKeithen,
Marcella Slay, Bria Watson, and
Leah Wilson.
An Illinois State Scholar is decided by the Illinois Student Assistance Commission (ISAC) based
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Electronics policy only further restricts an educational opportunity
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By Joshua Housing

ow often have you
been driving and
answered a call or text because
it was “important”? And how
would you feel if when you got
pulled over for cell phone usage,
and the officer confiscated your
phone? Not surprisingly, you
would probably say that it would
suck, and you would be really
irritated.
Students are told relentlessly
that high school is to prepare
us for the next step in going to
college, and then on to the real
world, but where in the real world
are we punished for using our
phones?
Even now, many across
America are up in arms over the
National Transportation Safety
Board’s (NTSB) announcement
over it’s recommendation for a total ban on the use of cell phones
and text-messaging devices while
driving. Practically everyone from
soccer moms to business executives argue that these phones are
capable of so much, and they’re
just doing what they need to do
for their daily routines and even
their jobs.
The same thing is happening here at MP, courtesy of the
administration and staff who continues to apply even more broad
restrictions and “one size fits all”
policies.
Now the school is further
tightening the noose of what is
essentially becoming a zero tolerance student electronics policy.
This policy dictates that “Electronic devices are not to be seen
or heard in the building during
school hours (this includes in the
cafeteria),” and has most recently
been revised to specify those
devices simply being sitting and
having their batteries recharged
in a school electrical outlet. Those
devices that are confiscated are
not returned until a parent or
guardian comes to retrieve it,
and that’s only available on the

following Monday. This zero tolerance policy is in effect because
“Cell-phones and other electronic
devices are distractions from the
learning environment.”
Here and at most Chicago
Public Schools (CPS), it’s all about
more and more restrictions, more
security, more police, more security cameras, and, of course, more
rules. But is that true everywhere?
Not quite.
The Chicago Tribune reported in September on Hinsdale
Central High School’s decision
to actually relax their electronics rules. The Hinsdale school
opted to let students use phones
between classes, during lunch periods and — when teachers give
permission — in the classroom,
the story states.
"This year we've chosen
to be less restrictive in noninstructional areas," the Hinsdale
assistant principal Bill Walsh said,
according to the story. "It's about
defining what's appropriate use
for an educational environment
during a time of expanding technology."
Hmmm, “expanding technology;” that’s an interesting
concept. But for CPS students,
moving further in the 21st century
means limiting our usage of technology. So much for being competitive with those crazy schools
in the suburbs.
Now I see how such equipment can be viewed as a distraction, but if a student doesn’t want
to pay attention they won’t, with
or without an electronic device.
Students choose whether or not
they want to learn, and if the student chooses not to for whatever
reason there’s no rule that will
make them.
On top of that, let’s not
forget the pivotal role cell phones
play in everyday life. If you have
a smart–phone you know there is
pretty much an application from
everything to a wake-up alarm to
starting your car, to conducting
research on the web and compos-
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ing a paper. So why should a device with so much value, including
educational potential, be taboo?
Well, that same wealthy
suburban school sees phones
as not just a distraction, but as a
valuable, productive tool.
"We're encouraging opportunities for students to engage in
technology to further the learning
process," Walsh said in the Trib
story. "There are ways for the
students to create educational
opportunities using electronics
during the school day."
Huh? And I’ve been told that
they’re just a distraction.
Another recent story out of
Tampa Bay, Florida offers details
about another school where
the administration encourages
teachers to use cell phones in
the learning process. A teacher
of Advanced Placement literature
classes allows students to use
their cell phones to research an
author they’re covering, and it
actually gets the students more
involved.
Using modern technology
in a school setting is a luxury few
CPS students enjoy. We know the
cash-strapped system can’t afford
to buy schools the most lavish
technological--or even basic-devices, but most students have
a smart phone, right?
Why can’t we incorporate
the thing that is such a so-called
distraction into the learning environment? Maybe teachers could
teach us to be more technologically-savvy? Maybe they could
show us that using a cell is more
than just an easy way to update
a Twitter feed or text about some
stupid gossip? Perhaps we could
learn how to really put a smart
phone to use in a positive, valuable way?
I own an iPhone 4S, a phone
capable of researching schools

satirically speaking

By Eteria Drummer

that allow cell phone usage, typing my entire article, email my
article to my editor, print a copy
to proof read, and all while I’m listening to music, so please explain
why this couldn’t be helpful in a
technologically deprived school?
Would it take some effort to
make sure those students who
aren’t educationally-minded to
quit texting and actually do an
assignment on their smart phone?
I suppose, but those are likely the
same ones who don’t do regular
assignments, anyway.

The technology of today
holds so much potential, so it
should be used to the benefit of
those who are so “distracted” by
it. Electronics that hold so much
potential to benefit the student
body shouldn’t be banned simply
because they’re distracting.
Such “one size fits all” policies
will only prepare us for a mediocre future where technology is
only understood for entertainment, since no one bothered to
show us how to use it otherwise.

Resolve to be more resolute, for starters
By Chris Williams

T

he New Year generally
brings many new
challenges. For some, as the
time comes to reflect on the
past year, the task for many
becomes creating a vast list of
new resolutions--which are often
seldom kept.
Improving behavior and attitudes are among the most popular that are often used. The New
Year, due to the theme of bringing in the new and tossing out the
old, often spurs these spontaneous reflections of character and
innumerable claimed changes for
personal behavior--which often
have little effort behind them. The
biggest issue with this is often the
resolutions people come up with
are often valid assessments that
need to be changed, but somewhere along the line they are lost
within days of Times Square Ball
dropping in New York City.
It is a problem not just shared
by teens but by adults, as well.
People often get caught up in
the hype on social media sites
and parties listing the things they
want to change for the New Year
and sadly never do so. Many
get caught up in the hype and
later turn a cold shoulder to the
laundry list of things they wish to

change.
There are a vast number of
excuses one could use to say why
they never follow through. Too
busy to honestly change or not
enough time to change habits
that have grown by the years,
however true these may be,
they are only excuses, not valid
reasons why. If a person wants
to truly change and not just say
things because it’s the popular
thing to do, they must actually
take out the time and effort to do
so, especially for the resolutions
that are positive and beneficial.
The inability to fall through
with resolutions has a correlation
to society overall, losing value
in words. Many things people
say are rarely meant sincerely
when it comes to making serious,
personal life-changes, which has a
lot to do with personal responsibility and maturity--qualities many
people genuinely lack.
Although it may be hard to
do something like keep a simple
promise of self-improvement, a
New Year’s resolution is a great
way to start; however, you’ve got
to be realistic. The reason they
are ineffective for most is because people try to tackle them
immediately. In reality, when it
comes to serious change within
a person, moderation is best

because too much at once leads
to an easier relapse. Also, these
commitments have to meaningful,
or people will give up on them
or forget about them. By making
them relevant, a person will make
a conscious effort to complete
their New Year’s resolution versus
something just said to complete
a trend.
These personal promises
should be taken as more than
just a ritual that we say, but
rather something people practice.
Change for the positive is always
better than being stagnant. A
New Year New You should be
something valued and practiced
rather than just some wishful
thinking.

EMPEHI News encourages readers to express their opinions or respond to stories,
editorials or columns by writing letters to the
editor. All letters must have a name and division number. We reserve the right to edit
all letters for mechanics, length, and content.
Please submit responses with name and division to Mr. Majeske or any member of the
newspaper, or to KEMajeske@cps.edu.
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IB BUZZ: POTLUCK
continued from page 1

parents, and students together.
It appears that over 100
guests came out on December 14
for the generally social gathering
of those associated with the IB
program. Food and beverages
were provided by many of the
parents who attended the firsttime event.
The IB coordinator, Morgan
Mudron, intended for the dinner
to be focused around this year's
IB senior students. She wanted
the seniors to have the opportunity to talk with the younger IB
students, as well as their parents,
giving them insight from their
perspectives. In addition to the
seniors, many of the IB Diploma
Program teachers came out to
support the event, too.
Many of the seniors had stations set up around the cafeteria
in which they displayed different aspects of the IB program,
including information about the
extended essay and TOK essay,
the IB Math Studies project, in addition to the various CAS requirements.
There were various student
speakers, as well as one special IB
parent, Ms. Hill. She has volunteered with Morgan Park and the
IB program for over eight years.

She has also had three children
be a part of IB: Sarah Hill (Class
of 2009), Marcella Hill (Class of
2010), and Dorsey Hill (Class of
2012). Ms. Hill offered advice for
parents helping their kids through
the challenging academics.
At the commencement of
the dinner, parents were willingly
drawn to the tables of seniors
where they engaged in stimulating conversation. Afterwards, dinner was served, and during dinner
there were a couple guest speakers who gave their input on the IB
program.
Following the speakers, parents, and students were allowed
to revisit the seniors' displays and
continue socializing.
Everyone who attended the
dinner benefited in some manner. The students were able to
mingle with students of different
grade levels, parents received a
more detailed overview of what
their children encounter, what is
expected of their students, while
the seniors had the opportunity
to give back to the program by
offering their understanding
of the program and its details
for younger students and their
parents.
Due to the success of this
year's potluck holiday dinner,
Mudron may make it an annual
event for the students of the IB
program. As expected, those who
came out had a wonderful time
and gained further knowledge
about the program.

Jane Addams
Elementary school visit
By Alisa McDaniel

A

Jacquelyn Reed, Asia Clark, and Paris Gholston pass through
the buffet line at last month’s potluck dinner. Food and
beverages were provided by IB parents. (Photo by Joshua
Housing)
pros and cons, our coping strategies for the stress, our teachers,
and the amount homework we
are assigned.
All of a sudden, I was having
a conversation--with a girl I had
known for less than a day--that
was similar to those I have with
my IB friends at Morgan Park
whom I’ve known since freshmen
year.
Sometimes the work of IB
distracts us from the little marvels
of the program. The curriculum is

worldwide, so we are connected
to people in IB locally, nationally,
and even internationally. Some
colleges have groups that connect IB alumni which shows that
the connection does not end in
high school.
We are forever intertwined
with others because of the rigors
we experience together. Yes, IB is
difficult, and sometimes I do not
know if I am going to make it, but at
least there are kids all over the world
going through the same thing.

portion of the senior
IB class spent Friday,
December 16 volunteering in a
fourth grade classroom at Jane
Addams Elementary school. Last
year, Tasanee Durrett organized
this event for a sixth grade class
and enjoyed the trip so much that
she decided to revisit.
While at the elementary
school, our objective was to keep
the young students engaged
through Jane Addams-related
games such as Telephone, Jeopardy, Mind Map, and various arts
and crafts.
The children were motivated
not only to share their knowledge,
but also yearned for the prizes
we offered. Additionally, Jazmine
Howell donated a two-foot tall
model of the Hull House to the
class as a sign of respect for Jane
Addams’ accomplishments.
The Jane Addams Hull
House (800 S. Halsted), first
opened in 1889, with the main
purpose to provide social and
educational opportunities for
working class people, particularly
immigrants, in the surrounding
neighborhood.

We are not alone:
We have many friends
in IB
By Dorsey Hill

T

Mother of Sarah (C/O 2009),
Marcella (C/O 2010), and
Dorsey (C/O 2012), Ms. Hill
offers her insight in helping
children become successful
in the IB program. (Photo by
Joshua Housing)

his past weekend I had
the opportunity to go to
Iowa to campaign for Republican
presidential candidates, and I
was totally surprised to have
met other IB students there. I
was enjoying, or trying to enjoy,
soup at Quiznos with a group of
students on the trip when one of
the girls mentioned her extended
essay.
I became overly-excited and
asked, “You are IB, too?!”
Suddenly we were engaged
in this whole conversation on the

Local science fair
winners announced
By Tayler Smith

H

opeful science fair
candidates competed
against each other on Tuesday,
December 13 in the new girls gym
in hopes to go on to the city-wide
science fair held later this month.
The school’s annual science
fair, held just before winter intercession, featured participants, who
ranged from the 7th-12th grade,
competed for a chance to move on
to the regional fair later this month.
The following student winners will compete at the Regional
Science Fair, Friday, January 27
at Chicago State University. Each
school can enter five high school
students and three junior highlevel students.
The high school winners were
as follows: 1st place: Jaeda Branch

(“Catch the Sun”); 2nd place: Janell
Mathus (“Caught in a Slippery
Situation”); 3rd place: Jasmine
Johnson (“Will Wearing a Swim
Cap Increase Speed?”); 4th place:
Terri Mathus (“Liquid Plant Food
vs. Water”); and 5th place: Carrie
Smith (“Does Temperature Affect
the pH Level in Orange Juice?”).
Academic Center winners were as follows: 1st place
Almighty Bornfreedom (“Effect of
NaCl on Voltage of Potato”); 2nd
place: Jada Campbell: (“The Battery Experiment”); and 3rd place:
Destiny Williams (“The Effect of
Coffee on Plants”).
The only students who were
top finishers in last year’s fair are
Jaeda Branch (then a freshman, for

Please turn to page 5 for
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IB students and MP teachers (background) oversee a game with Jane Addams Elementary school
children during their visit the Friday before the winter intersession.

STATE SCHOLARS
continued from page 1

on their sixth semester class
rank and ACT scores from their
junior year. The ISAC receives
the ACT scores directly and
schools send their class ranks
to ISAC. The final decision on
who is a scholar is determined
in early December.
“Illinois State Scholars represent the best in educational
excellence in Illinois,” said John
Sinsheimer, ISAC Interim Executive Director, in a press release.
“The Commission applauds
their success and salutes their
families and the teachers at on
this achievement.”
Other eligibility requirements include performing in
the top one-half of one’s high
school class at the end of the
third semester prior to graduation; and/or score in the 95th
percentile on the ACT, SAT or

Prairie State Achievement Exam;
and graduate from high school
during the academic year in which
you were selected as a State
Scholar.
The Illinois Student Assistance Commission (ISAC) recognized 17,515 students from 773
different high schools from across
the state as 2012-13 Illinois State
Scholars.
Comparatively, 15 MP students were given the award in
2011, 14 were given the award in
2010, while in 2009, 30 students
were named.
Around the city, Chicago
public schools had varying levels
of award recipients. Chicago
High School Agricultural Sciences
received nine awards, Ace Tech
Charter High School and Fenger
High School both had one, Gwendolyn Brooks College Prepara-

tory had seven, while Whitney
Young High School had 149
students.
The benefits of being an
Illinois State Scholar cannot
be weighed numerically, as it’s
basically considered an honorary recognition, helping with
college acceptance, scholarship programs, and the like.
“While the prestigious
recognition does not include
a monetary award,” the press
release states, “recipients are
encouraged to cite the honor
on applications for college admission and scholarships in addition to completing the Free
Application for Federal Student
Aid (FAFSA) after January 1 to
determine eligibility for federal
and state aid, including Illinois’
$420 million need-based Monetary Award Program (MAP).”
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NEW SECURITY EQUIPMENT
continued from page 1

that the clarity and zoom capabilities are amazing.
“If you had a clear [line-ofsight] to the cars driving on I-57
[four blocks east of the school],
and you looked into one of the
cars, you could clearly see the
driver’s face,” Pascael said. “It’s
that good--no exaggeration.”
These new cameras are
hi-def, high-resolution units that
deliver many more frames per
second, along with a long-distance zoom that will allow users
to enhance the video, enabling
them to more clearly identify
those who are engaging in possible wrongdoing.
The original installation,
which was provided by Chicago
Public Schools (CPS), was completed in early October 2006,
but there were various additions
made over the past five years.
The new equipment, which

is part of a CPS effort to improve
security across the system, is
expected to be installed in 14 different schools across the city this
school year. Morgan Park was part
of the first group selected; so far,
Julian High School had upgrades
completed, followed by MP, with
Bogan and Hyde Park to get the
equipment next.
Head engineer Michael Cox
speculated that the cost, which
CPS covers, is probably around
$200,000-$300,000.
This hardware is not just for
MP security and other personnel, however. These are not
CCTV cameras, which are closed
circuit systems; these are Internet
protocol cameras, or IP cameras,
which can send and receive data
via a computer network and the
Internet. In fact, according to
Pascael, the CPS Office of Safety
and Security will have access to

the real-time video, as will 911
Emergency Management and
Communications Department and
the local police department.
Not surprisingly, the school’s
security personnel are thrilled
with the electronic upgrades.
“I love [the improvements]

because it gives us access to the
blind spots,” Candy Haynes, head
of security, said. “It keeps [students] safe. You never know; crazy
people come in off the streets.”
Security guard Vernice
“Mama” Conway, who loves
examining video footage relent-

lessly, is looking forward to the
high resolution images the news
system will provide.
“I love [the new cameras]
because it will make me top-flight
security,” she said. “[The hi-def
picture] will make things much
clearer.”

Cameras part of $7 million effort
to fight violence, misbehavior

Students produce
Christmas gifts
for team fund raiser
Chicago’s 911 Emergency Management and Communications Department (shown above),
with their wall of monitors, is electronically linked to many types of communication devices,
including surveillance cameras, biological, chemical, and radiological sensors. These
cameras and sensors simultaneously feed into the City’s Operations Center, where dayto-day coordination of city services and emergency response occurs. (Photo by Fox News
Chicago)

Students Shanean Grayer, Sierra Smith, Ashley McNea,
and Kiarrence Clifton work the sales table during their
Christmas gifts sale last month.
By Karrisa Johnson

S

pecial needs students
decorated Christmas
ornaments as part of a fund
raiser, hoping to collect enough
money to participate in the
annual Special Olympics in the
spring.
Each year, right before
the winter break, the Special
Education Department holds
a campaign for their students
to compete in the 44th annual
Special Olympics Opening
Ceremonies and Spring Games
in May. The MP team has participated the last four years.
The students work together decorate an assortment
of festive ornaments to sell,
in order to help pay for their
uniforms.

This year, the students
made handmade ornaments,
wooden toys, personalized
bracelets, and even a wreath
made from recycled items,
according to special needs instructor and Special Olympics
coordinator Darlene Pollard.
Prices ranged from 25¢ to $10.
Some materials were
purchased from craft and dollar stores, while other items,
including ceramic mugs,
paper towels, tissue rolls, were
donated by parents and staff
members.
Sales generated $580,
all of which will go toward
supporting the team’s Special
Olympics participation quest.
The next fund raiser
planned includes one for St.
Valentine’s Day in February.

A

fter the brutal
beating death of
Fenger High School student
Derrion Albert in 2009, outside
the Agape Community Center,
a half-mile from the school,
the school’s principal asked
Chicago Public Schools (CPS)
for a high-tech camera system
that would sent video footage
to a nearby police station.
After getting approval, the
$792,000 electronic surveillance system was installed and
appears to have had an immediate impact, according to
a CPS press release in July.
“The high-tech system has
been piloted at Fenger High
School, where misconduct cases declined by 59 percent from
the 2010 to 2011 school year,
arrests dropped by 69 percent
and index crimes declined by
67 percent,” the press release
states. “False fire alarms at
Fenger dropped from eight in

metrics formed the criteria for
selection of the schools.”
There are a variety of benefits the top-notch technology
will offer.
“Through this system, images ported to nearest police
station, to mobile devices and
can be viewed at CPS Safety
and Security, CPD and OEMC,”
the CPS release states. “The
system will produce quality
video images that will allow
for future video analytics. The
system will operate on a userfriendly camera platform which
uses standard technology and
facilitate the training of security
personnel.”
The Chicago Public Schools
security camera system was
introduced in 1999. The present
system is composed of video recording system with 7,000-plus
analogue cameras across 268
schools. Another 365 schools
currently have no cameras.

Senior Board, Student Council at work before break

T

Left: Dila Jones, Cora
Reynolds, teacher Darlene
Pollard, and Kiarrence.
Above: Aiesha Gray and
Ashanti Johnson.

the 2008 school year to zero last
year. More recently, the system
has been installed at Solorio and
South Shore High Schools.”
The high schools that should
receive the cameras in this school
year include: Clemente, Hyde
Park, Sullivan, Morgan Park, Orr,
Marshall, Dunbar, Tilden, Bogan,
Wells, Senn, Juarez, Julian and
Farragut.
However, not every school in
the system will get the expensive
new gear.
“This year’s plan [is expected
to] place between 50 and 80
cameras at 14 high schools that
were identified through the use of
specific safety metrics and school
incident data – such as number of
cases of severe misconduct under
the CPS Student Code of Conduct, arrests in or on school property, and crimes in or on school
property reported by law enforcement,” the press release explains.
“Information drawn from these

he theme for senior
prom is still up in the
air, as a third vote is scheduled
after two previous selections were
questioned.
Although two separate votes
have been held by the Senior
Board to choose between a “Diamonds are Forever” theme and a
“Cirque du Soleil” theme, a third
is planned to avoid any concerns
seniors had regarding the voting.

“A lot of students felt the
initial ballot was biased,” Senior
Board sponsor Kandace Morgan
said, “ due to the details [offered]
on each theme.”
It was believed by some that
the presentation for one of the
themes was more detailed and
clearly explained than the other,

Please turn to page 8 for
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A Cirque du Soleil diorama
was made to give voters a
look at the theme.
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her similar experiment, “Conducting the Sun”), and Almighty
Bornfreedom (then a seventh
grader, for his experiment,”Tap
vs. Bottled Water”).
Students were judged on
knowledge gained, scientific approach, experimental approach,
reliability of data, validity of conclusion, estimating experimental
error, originality, quality of visual
presentation, oral presentation,
and the written report.
Winners were determined
by the total points accumulated
that is closest to 100 percent.
The maximum number of points
that can be earned is 99 points.
53 of the points are based on
the scientific method and the
overall Impression of the project. Eight points are based on
display. Another eight points are
based on the oral presentation.
The last 30 points are based on
the written report.
There were over 30 poster
boards filling the gym with a
variety of topics ranging from
an analysis on household
detergent, to diaper quality,
to the best way to clean-up oil
spills. The sponsors of the science fair were teachers Glennie King and Theresa Marshall
who also provided pizza for
the participants.
One project that seemed

particularly interesting was
about caffeine use and how it
affects typing speed.
“I was just curious to
see if a caffeinated or noncaffeinated beverage would
effect typing,” said freshman
Kayla Lee.
Not only was Lee’s hypothesis correct, but she also
learned something new.
“If you ingest a caffeinated
beverage before typing, your
typing speed will be increased,”
she said. Lee later added that
her science fair experience at
Morgan Park was great.
Another practical experiment was about diaper
absorption.
“I wanted to know which
diaper between Curity Ultra
Fit and Huggies Snug and Dry
would absorb the most and
keep my nephew’s bottom the
driest,” said freshman Attondra O’Neil.
Unlike Lee, O’Neil’s hypothesis was incorrect this time;
however, she has been to the
science fair for four continuous-and enjoyable--years.
“The experience was great
and fun,” said O’Neil. “[In my experiment] get to see the absorbency and feel the slush of the
polymer which is the crystal like
substance you see in diapers.”
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Perfect storm of economic factors
pushes college-bound to gravitate
to schools with financial benefits
By Des Anderson

Second place science fair winner Janell Mathus with
her project. (Photo by Tayler Smith)
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any seniors don’t view
the college process
as being very difficult. However,
after remaining stable for three
admission cycles, the average
acceptance rate at
four-year colleges
and universities
actually declined by
one percentage point to
65.5 percent, according to the
2011 State of College
Admission report released
in October by the
National Association
for College
Admission
Counseling
(NACAC).
Although
slightly
fewer
candidates are getting
acceptance letters
to college institutions, it seems that a
significant majority of MP seniors
have been getting accepted to
multiple schools without problems.
“I have applied to a total
of seven schools and out of the
seven I have been accepted to
three,” said senior Brandi Martin.
They consist of Jackson State,
Mizzou, and Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale.”
But perhaps that shouldn’t
be much of surprise with the high
number of applications seniors
complete, often up to 10 or more.
In fact, a large majority of
colleges (73 percent) reported
increased application volume

for Fall 2010 as compared to
Fall 2009. With few exceptions,
approximately three-quarters of
colleges have reported increases
each year for the past decade, according
to the 2011 State

of College
Admission
report.
“I applied during
college week in October
and it wasn’t hard at all,”
said senior Keenya Frazier. “I
did parts of the applications from
August to October and that made
it easier and less stressful.”
Other students have also applied early and have gotten quick
responses.
“I have been accepted to six
schools, but I will be attending St.
Johns in New York,” said senior
Nahshon Yisrael. “I like the city
and have always wanted to go
there. One of my favorite rappers,

J.Cole, went there, which is more
motivation for me to attend that
school. I applied in September
and heard back last week around
the beginning of December. It
was a very short application with
an optional essay which was
easy.”
Many schools vying for
student dollars make the
process fairly easy, with most
offering electronic applications
and processing.
“For the Fall 2010 admission cycle, four-year colleges
and universities received
an average of
85 percent
of their applications
online, up
from 80
percent in
Fall 2009,”
the College
Admission
report stated.
While many
students are
unsure of what
college they’re
going to attend
in the fall, some
students are.
“I’ve been accepted to
my Number One choice which
is Western Illinois University, and
most likely, I will be attending
that school,” said senior Janiece
Washington. “Going through the
application process and everything was not difficult because
I already knew what to expect

Please turn to page 6 for

FOLLOWING
THE MONEY

Applicants warned against scams that litter the financial aid landscape

W

ith the average
annual cost for
students to get a college
education at approximately
$20,000, when attending a
public, four-year institution,
many scramble for any
potential lead that promises
help in these difficult economic
times.
Unfortunately, many of
them are falling victim to scholarship and financial aid scams.
According to a web page
posted by the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC), “unscrupulous companies guarantee or
promise scholarships, grants or
fabulous financial aid packages. Many employ high-pressure
sales pitches at seminars where
you're required to pay immediately or risk losing out on the
‘opportunity.’”
The FTC works to prevent
fraudulent, deceptive and
unfair business practices in the
marketplace and to provide
information to help consumers
spot, stop and avoid them.
The FTC site details many
of the ruthless ways some
immoral organizations try to
scam needy students and their
parents, who are trying to find
funding for a college education.

Some unethical companies
guarantee that they can get
scholarships on behalf of students
or award them "scholarships"
in exchange for an advance fee,
according to the site. Most offer
a "money back guarantee"--but
attach conditions that make it
impossible to get the refund.
Others provide nothing for
the student's advance fee--not
even a list of potential sources;
still others tell students they've
been selected as "finalists" for
awards that require an up-front
fee.
Worse yet, sometimes, these
companies ask for a student's
checking account to "confirm
eligibility," then debit the account
without the student's consent.
Other companies quote only
a relatively small "monthly" or
"weekly" fee and then ask for
authorization to debit your checking account--for an undetermined
length of time.
The FTC cautions students to
be watch and listen for the following red flags:
• “The scholarship is guaranteed or your money back."
• "You can't get this information anywhere else."
• "I just need your credit card
or bank account number to

hold this scholarship."
• "We'll do all
the work."
• "The scholarship will cost
some money."
• "You've been
selected" by
a "national
foundation" to
receive a scholarship, or "You're
a finalist" in a
contest you never
entered.
If you attend a
seminar on financial
aid or scholarships, the
FTC recommends following these steps:
Take your time.
Don't be rushed into
paying at the seminar.
Avoid high-pressure
sales pitches that require
you to buy now or risk
losing out on the opportunity. Solid opportunities are not sold through
nerve-racking tactics.
Investigate the organization you're considering paying for help. Talk
to a guidance counselor or
financial aid advisor before
spending your money. You

six signs about
that you’re med
to be scam

may be able to get
the same help for
free.
Be wary of
"success stories"
or testimonials
of extraordinary
success - the
seminar operation may have
paid "shills" to
give glowing stories.
Instead, ask
for a list of at
least three
local families
who've used
the services
in the last
year. Ask
each if
they're satisfied with
the products and
services
received.
Be
cautious
about
purchasing
from
seminar
repre-

sentatives who are reluctant
to answer questions or who
give evasive answers to your
questions. Legitimate business
people are more than willing
to give you information about
their service.
Ask how much money is
charged for the service, the
services that will be performed
and the company's refund
policy. Get this information in
writing. Keep in mind that you
may never recoup the money
you give to an unscrupulous
operator, despite stated refund
policies.
The FTC says many legitimate companies advertise that
they can get students access
to lists of scholarships in exchange for an advance fee.
Other legitimate services
charge an advance fee to compare a student's profile with
a database of scholarship opportunities and provide a list
of awards for which a student
may qualify.
One significant difference between genuine
service providers and scam
artists, according to the FTC:
Legitimate companies never
guarantee or promise scholarships or grants.
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Some debate value

continued from page 5

from preparation workshops.
I applied as soon as I could
because I didn’t want to go
through the whole year having
to stress about where I was
going. Everything went very
smoothly and easier than I
thought.”
Another fact that may surprise some prospective college
students is the criteria often
used for selection. Although
many teachers and counselors
say the top factor is an impressive standardized test score,
like the ACT or SAT, taking and
succeeding in challenging academic courses is what makes
or breaks a decision.
“Admission offices identify
grades, high school curriculum
and test scores as top factors:
The top factors in the admission decision were (in order):
grades in college preparatory
courses, strength of curriculum,
standardized admission test
scores, and overall high school
grade point average,” according to the College Admission
report. “Among the next most
important factors were the
essay, teacher and counselor

recommendations, extracurricular
activities, class rank, and student’s
demonstrated interest.”
Okay, that’s how post-secondary institutions select their populations, but how do college-seekers
make their decision? It’s easy: It all
comes down to money. Their main
concern is identifying what school
will give them the most scholarship or aid money to attend, and
that will base where they attend.
“I have been accepted to
the University of Missouri, and it’s
a strong possibility of me going
there because I received a hefty
amount of money,” said senior
Bobbie Woods. I am currently
waiting on five other schools acceptance letters. The school that I
choose will depend on how much
money they have to offer me. I
applied during the College Week
in October and it was not difficult,
just tedious.”
The good news is that there
is apparently more aid available.
From 2009-10 to 2010-11, grant
aid per undergraduate student increased by an estimated 7 percent,
while federal loans declined by 2
percent, according to an October
2011 report by The College Board.

The bad news is that costs for
a college education is continuing
to rise.
“Published in-state tuition
and fees at public four-year institutions average $8,244 in 201112, $631 (8.3 percent) higher than
in 2010-11,” according to the
College Board report. “Average
total charges, including tuition
and fees and room and board, are
$17,131, up 6.0 percent.”
Another factor to consider is
the number of people competing
for the aid. As the economy continuing to stagger along, many
more families and prospective
college students are in need of
financial assistance for school.
Senior Chris Williams who was
admitted to Mizzou said, “I don’t
plan on attending that school, but
if that’s where the most money is,
then I will have to.”
Worse yet, federal and state
governments are expected to
reduce the money available for
assistance programs as they
struggle with falling tax revenue
and deep budget deficits.
“The prospects for state
scholarship programs, which
handed out about $8.6 billion

By Jessica Lansdown

in grants in 2010, are even
bleaker,” according to a U.S.
News and World Report story
published last January. “Some
states, such as Michigan and
New Mexico, have already
slashed their scholarship
funding. Other states have
kept funding steady, but have
not been able to keep up
with burgeoning applications
and tuition. Illinois turned
away nearly 140,000 qualified
students from its state scholarship program this year, for
example.”
“Private charities that hand
out more than $3 billion in scholarships annually say they are
trying to avoid reducing funding
despite the 2008 popping of
investment bubbles and a dropoff in philanthropy,” the U.S.
News story states. “But that flat
funding is now being chased by
a growing number of students
with bigger bills. Just a few years
ago, the Central Scholarship
Bureau (CSB) of Maryland was
able to fund about one-third of
those who applied. Now, the
CSB can only fund one out of
nine applicants.”

N

ew Year’s resolutions are qu
a thing of the past. With mo
people disregarding them as unnecess
others giving up on theirs in the early m
New Year, they are
becoming more of
a dying trend than
a necessity as they
used to be.
Back in elementary school, the first
assignment that was
assigned in the first
days of the New
Year was usually to
When M
describe our New
research cen
Year’s resolutions
52 percent d
and what we could
48 percent d
do to make them
Younger
happen. Everyone
most likely to
always had some
the age of 45
short or long term
their life com
goal to transform
Two years ag
into their resolution, percent, resp
and in elementary
Men and
school they were all
44 percent o
easy enough to not
percent — re
give up on.
But in recent
years, that is no longer an important o
assignment in some schools. And as w

in case you missed it

• It began Sept. 17 with a protest at a New York City park near Wall Street, and within weeks spread to

‘11

september

• Reality TV star Kim Kardashian tied the knot with New Jersey Nets forward Kris Humphries. Amount
Kim and Kris reportedly made on their wedding through various media partnerships: $18 million. They
divorced 72 days later.

‘11

august

• NASA launches final space shuttle mission, retires shuttle fleet.
• The fourth-ever NBA lockout began. The main issues dividing the owners and the players were the
division of revenue and the structure of the salary cap and luxury tax. They came to an agreement in
November, after missing the pre-season and six weeks of the regular season.

‘11

july

• Long-time principal Dr. Beryl Shingles officially left Morgan Park at the end of June for the principalship at South Shore’s new facility, kicking off the Local School Council’s search to fill the position. However, after two lengthy selection processes, one of which was negated by the Chicago Public Schools
additional screening process, the position has yet to be officially filled.

‘11

june

• He’d been the world’s most-wanted terrorist for nearly a decade, ever al-Qaida followers carried out
the attacks of Sept. 11, 2001. In May, the long manhunt ended with a nighttime assault by a helicopterborne special operations squad on his compound in Abbottabad, Pakistan. Bin Laden was shot dead
by one of the raiders, and within hours his body was buried at sea.

‘11

may

• A million people line the streets of London, England, while half a million gather in front of Buckingham Palace, and two billion tune in via television or computer to see Kate Middleton marry Prince
William.

‘11

april

• A 9.0-magnitude earthquake off Japan’s northeast coast on March 11 unleashed a tsunami that devastated scores of communities, leaving nearly 20,000 people dead or missing and wreaking an estimated $218 billion in damage. The tsunami triggered the worst nuclear crisis since Chernobyl after
waves knocked out the cooling system at a nuclear power plant.

‘11

march

• Former White House chief of staff Rahm Emanuel was elected mayor of Chicago, succeeding the retiring Richard Daley who had been mayor for 22 years.
• A total of 21.2 inches of snow gave February 1 and 2 the third worst snow storm in Chicago history.
Taking the top spot, with a whopping 23 inches of snow, is the blizzard of January 26-27,1967.

‘11

february

• Arizona Representative Gabrielle Giffords is shot in an assassination attempt in Arizona. She is among
at least 17 shot by a gunman who opened fire on the congresswoman’s constituent meeting outside
a local grocery store. Six people are fatally wounded, including United States District Court Judge John
Roll, and a young girl.

january

‘11

A take on some of the top world, national, and local news stories of 2011
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e of making New Years resolutions

our resolutions are harder to keep up with, resulting
in us giving up before we even get close to achieving
them.
uickly becoming
ore and more
“New Year’s resolutions are motivation to us yet
seem to be impossible to fully accomplish,” said Brisary, and
anna Matthews, a high school senior here in Chicago.
months of the
“they’re motivaDid Americans vow to make tion because you
a change heading into 2011 last plan out what
you want to make
December? A majority of U.S.
different for the
residents — 56% — thought it
New Year, while
was not likely at all that they
most people are
would make a New Year’s
lazy and do not
resolution last year while 44%
as they say they
believed it is at least somewhat
will.”
likely that they would.
According to
Marist Institute for Public Opinion, a survey
nter, asked the same question in December 2009, Time magazine,
the most popular
did not plan to make a resolution for 2010 while
resolutions made
did.
every year are to
Americans were still among those who were
lose weight, quit
o make a resolution. 58 percent of those under
smoking, learn
5 said they would vow to improve an aspect of
something new,
mpared with 34 percent of those 45 and older.
go, those proportions stood at 60 percent and 40 and to get out
of debt or save
pectively.
money. Ironically,
d women were currently on equal footing here.
these are also the
of men and the same proportion of women — 44
most commonly
esolved to make a change.
broken resolutions

• Herman Cain suspended his campaign for the U.S. presidency, announcing his decision after a new
Des Moines Register poll showed a sharp drop of support for him and after a fifth woman, Ginger
White, came forward with accusations of sexual misconduct.

‘11

december

• One of America’s most storied college football programs was tarnished in a scandal that prompted
the firing of Hall of Fame football coach Joe Paterno. One of his former assistants, Jerry Sandusky, was
accused of sexually molesting 10 boys; two senior Penn State officials were charged with perjury.

‘11

november

• Visionary co-founder and former CEO of consumer electronics giant Apple, Steve Jobs, died on October 5 in Palo Alto, California. Jobs died of respiratory arrest caused by a pancreatic tumor at the age of
56.

october

‘11
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of 2011

Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part II		
$378,181,000 (gross revenue)
Amazingly, this was Part 2 of the epic finale, the battle between the
good and evil forces of the Wizarding world which escalates into an
all-out war. More astonishingly, this was the eighth sequel; the first film,
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone, was released just after 9-11 on
November 16, 2001.

No. 2
No. 3

Transformers: Dark of the Moon		
$351,903,000
In this third version of robots that turn into stuff, the Autobots learn of
a Cybertronian spacecraft hidden on the moon, and race against the
Decepticons to reach it and to learn its secrets. Somehow, a fourth flick
is in the works.

The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn - Part 1		
$266,430,000
Not only a sequel but another two-parter, forcing fans to shell out more
money to see the real conclusion in Part 2, due out November 2012! In
the franchise’s fourth movie about a bunch of young, attractive (really?)
bloodsuckers, the Quileutes close-in on expecting parents Edward
and Bella, whose unborn child poses a threat to the Wolf Pack and the
towns people of Forks. Whatever happened to Dracula?

Please turn to page 8 for

or even relevant
we grow older,

communities across the U.S. and abroad. The movement succeeded in airing its complaint that the
richest 1 percent of Americans benefit at the expense of the rest. As winter approached, local police
dismantled several of the protest encampments.
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No. 4

No. 5

No. 6
No. 7

The Hangover Part II					
$251,882,000
Somehow the first Hangover film, which could have been condensed
to a half-hour TV sitcom, initiated its own sequel--and there’s even a
third one due out sometime down the line. In this second one, two
years after the bachelor party in Las Vegas, Phil, Stu, Alan, and Doug
jet to Thailand for Stu’s wedding. Stu’s plan for a subdued pre-wedding
brunch, however, goes--surprise!--seriously awry. Wow, what a plot
twist!

Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides 		
$237,354,000
In POTC No. 4, Jack Sparrow and Barbossa embark on a quest to find
the elusive fountain of youth, only to discover that Blackbeard and his
daughter are after it too. Did you see it? Me neither. If you thought the
producers were out of ideas for this one, think again: Pirates No. 5 is
expected to be produced soon.

Fast Five						
$208,310,000
Dominic and his crew find themselves on the wrong side of the law
once again as they try to switch lanes between a ruthless drug lord
and a relentless federal agent. Aren’t all these so-called films basically
the same plot? Even the summary from IMDB, the movie site, says
“once again.” But of course, the sixth version, cleverly titled Fast Six, is
scheduled to be released May 2013.

Cars 2							
$186,197,000
Star race car Lightning McQueen and his pal Mater head overseas to
compete in the World Grand Prix race. But the road to the championship becomes rocky as Mater--you know, that beat up old tow truck-gets caught up in international espionage. Yawn.

Thor							
$180,136,000

No. 8
No. 9

No. 10

OMG, a movie that wasn’t based on another movie! But don’t worry,
Thor 2 is due out November 2013. But here, the powerful but arrogant
warrior Thor is cast out of the fantastic realm of Asgard and sent to live
amongst humans on Earth, where he soon becomes one of their finest
defenders. I thought this was called Superman the first time around.

Captain America: The First Avenger			
$174,302,000
Yea! Another comic-book-character-turned-into-a-movie-movie. After
being deemed unfit for military service, Steve Rogers volunteers for
a top secret research project that turns him into Captain America, a
superhero dedicated to defending America’s ideals. But what’s really
crazy is all the movies that are related to this mega-franchise. This is
all part of the Marvel comics universe, with their movie versions of
Iron Man 1 and 2 (and 3 in 2013), The Incredible Hulk, Nick Fury, Black
Widow, Dr. Strange, War Machine, all leading up to an all-out super
heros battle vs. super villains in The Avengers 1 (and probably 2).

Rise of the Apes					
$173,601,000
OK, this film is actually more of a reboot, with elements of a remake (of
1972’s Conquest of the Planet of the Apes) rather than being a sequel.
The reboot follows the mythology of the original series, but updates
some things in order to improve on some of the weaknesses of the
original films. In this re-imagining, during experiments to find a cure
for Alzheimer’s disease, a genetically-enhanced chimpanzee uses its
greater intelligence to lead other apes to freedom.
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Sounds of the season performed by bands, choruses
T

he Music Department held their annual holiday concerts
near the end of December, with the various school bands,
conducted by Shemeka Nash, holding their annual Holiday Concert on
Friday, December 9, while the vocal groups held their Winter Choral
Festival on Thursday, December 15. (Photos by Johua Housing and
Anthony Teruel)

Col. Michael Casey sings
“Have Yourself a Merry Little
Christmas.”

Kirby Barksdale performs “O
Holy Night.”

Beginning Band playing “Jingle Bells.”

Caleb Bey (above left) sings “This Christmas” and Trinee Ellison
(above right) sings “All I want for Christmas” during their
concert solos.

The Concert Chorale performs “Joy to the World.”

MORE CLUB NEWS
continued from page 4

giving some the impression
that the imbalance may have
swayed voters.
The second theme
election was held the week
before winter intersession with
“Cirque” getting 58 votes,
while “Diamonds” received 49.
However, the results were
once again questioned, as so
few votes were cast.
“A third vote will take
place so all of the students can
participate again,” Morgan
said.
Regardless of the theme,
the prom is still scheduled to
be held at the Hyatt Regency
on Wacker Drive; tickets are
expected to be $120 per
person.

Student Council
holds holiday week
Student Council was busy
with a themed holiday week
just before Christmas. There

Even Santa Claus (Vance Neal) and a Christmas elf (Nyla
Southern) dropped by the show.

Teacher Lauren Phillips with her prize-winning ugly holiday
sweater. Despite winning, she asked that the prize go to a
student, instead.
were a variety of days, including
Holiday Stickers, Holiday Colors,
Ugly Sweater Day, and Holiday
Hat Day.
The newly-introduced themes
weren’t embraced by students
and staff as much as the Student
Council sponsor would have liked.

“It could’ve been better,”
Kandace Morgan said.
The participant who won
the ugliest holiday sweater was
teacher Lauren Phillips. Despite
winning, she wouldn’t accept
the prize, saying she would
rather it go to a student.

The Beginning Girls Chorus sings “Do You Know?”

MAKING RESOLUTIONS
continued from page 7

listed in the magazine.
Smoking is an addiction,
something that can take years
to overcome; losing weight
is known to be a hard thing,
especially if you have been on
the same diet for a long time and
don’t have enough motivation.
Getting out of debt is probably
the hardest, especially when that
debt is constantly growing as
you’re trying to pay it off. So, in
reality, it seems as though we are
setting these unobtainable goals

for ourselves in the short term as
sort of a game, or something to
keep us feeling like we’re doing
something great for the first few
weeks of the New Year.
“I hardly make annual
resolutions due to the fact that
I think they’re kind of childish,”
Matthews said. “Plus, I’m one of
those people who do not finish
them once I’ve started.”
On the other hand, setting New Year’s resolutions can
actually help a person. Not every

resolution goes unaccomplished.
Some people work better with
motivation, and having a resolution that you really believe you
can achieve in an appropriate
amount of time can be extremely
great motivation.
If your resolution is to lose
weight, don’t say you’ll lose 50
pounds by February, because
you’ll probably need more time
than that to just get used to
steady exercise or a new diet.
And don’t say you’ll stop smoking

by March if you know you’ve tried
before and couldn’t do it in more
time than that.
You have to give yourself
time to adjust to your resolution,
or when your self-planned deadline comes around and you’re not
even close to achieving it, you’ll e
more inclined to give up.
That’s why they call them
New Year’s resolutions, because
the behavior you intend to develop should stay with you all year,
instead of you trying to achieve

your goal and abandoning it in
mid April.
“I feel that New Year’s resolutions are pointless because of
how short term people make
them out to be,” senior William
Sutherland said. “You should
always e trying to make goals,
because there will always be
mountains to climb and journeys
to be had. But if you feel as
though you need the motivation
to make you stick to achieving a
goal, go for it.”
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Electric cars are a tough sell for many
By DeAndrea Russell

D

on’t want to pay
upwards of $4 per
gallon for gasoline to run your
car? No problem, just stop driving
it.
But if you don’t want to hoof
it around town or take the grimy
bus, you’ll have to commit to an
alternative, an alternative power
source, that is: electricity.
Although the concept of
a vehicle being powered by
electricity has been around for
nearly two hundred years, electric
vehicles, or EVs, have just recently
been taken seriously by consumers and manufacturers.
An electric car is powered
by an electric motor instead of
a gasoline engine, according to
the Hybridcars.com, a website

A Nissan executive shows
how the Leaf is recharged.
devoted to exploring all types of
alternatively powered vehicles.
The electric motor gets energy
from a controller, which regulates
the amount of power—based
on the driver’s use of an accelerator pedal. The electric car
(also known as electric vehicle
or EV) uses energy stored in its
rechargeable batteries, which are
recharged by common household
electricity.
Pure electric plug-in cars run
on nothing more than the electricity stored in their batteries-more or less like a bigger version
of a golf cart. This is not to be
confused with hybrid cars which
are fueled by gasoline and uses
a battery and motor to improve
efficiency.
Some young drivers say they
are interested in these technologically advanced vehicles, but not
everyone is fully knowledgeable
about them.
"They take gas and electricity
(hybrids) so they're good for the

environment, plus they're pretty
small and don’t take up much
space,” said senior Tayler Smith.
There is a long list of benefits
to EVs over gasoline-fueled,
internal combustion engines. EVs
don’t contribute directly to pollution, as they get their electricity
from local utility companies. Also,
no more time spent at the gas
station; you’ll plug this in at home
or at work to recharge. But, of
course, it’s all about the cost. It’s
estimated that EVs cost about 2¢
per mile to operate, opposed to
gas-guzzling cars that run drivers
12¢ or more per mile.
If you’re worried about
power, EVs have plenty of zip.
Electric motors develop higher
torque from zero rpms--meaning
super fast (and virtually silent)
zero-to-60 acceleration times.
Sounds pretty good, right?
There are some downsides,
though, some acknowledge.
“The problem is there are
rarely any places in the public
where I can refuel [if I had an
electric car],” senior Malcolm
Townsend said.
As of 2007, there were
126,262 gas stations in the U.S.,
according to census data. Electric
charging stations for your EV?
Good luck with that. There are
very few, and nearly all of them
are in California. If you really want
to find one, try evchargernews.
com that uses Google map to
identify many public locations.
But even if there were charging stations around, it’s nothing
like filling up a tank with gasoline,
a job which takes only minutes.
Even with super-speedy charging
stations, the time it takes for a full

recharge takes
hours.
Some students say they
would drive an
electric car, but
would be to
worried about
charging it.
“I'd forget
to charge it; I'm
pretty forgetful,”
said senior Jessica Lansdown.
And that
could be a significant problem.
If a driver of an
EV would neglect
watching the
power gauge,
running out of
a charge would
pose big problems since you
can’t just dump
electricity into a
battery like you
would a gallon of gas into a tank.
Another problem is distance.
Most cars with a full tank of gas
will drive around 300 or more
miles; most of today’s electrics
will only go anywhere from 60 to
100 miles on a charge--depending on how the car is driven and
conditions. Air conditioning takes
power, lights take power, the
radio takes power--you get the
picture.
Not surprisingly, a vast majority have never driven an EV. Some
see another issue being price for
the high-tech wheels.
On the high end, there’s the
Telsa Roadster, a sleek two-seater
convertible, which lists for around

$100,000. They also offer a less
expensive model, the Telsa Model
S, for $57,400.
More mainstream cars include the Chevrolet Volt (plug-in
hybrid, starting at $31,645) and
the Nissan Leaf (plug-in, $33,000).
Both these cars are available
today, with more manufacturers
set to release their own EVs in the
coming year: Ford Focus Electric, Toyota Prius Plug-in Hybrid,
Mitsubishi i, and Chrysler will offer
one based on the Fiat 500EV.
Are cars like the Volt and
the Leaf popular? Chevy wanted
to sell 10,000 this year, but have
lowered their sales forecast to
around 6,200. Nissan has sold

8,720 as of the end of November.
Just to put those figures in
perspective, consider this: The
Ford F-Series pick-up truck is the
most popular selling vehicle in
the U.S. Ford sold 47,740--in November, alone; the automaker has
sold 516,639 so far in 2011.
Even the gas-guzzling Chevy
Camaro has sold far better, moving 81,495 units this year.
But are EVs the future? It appears so, with so many manufacturers jumping on board. However, at least one teen is looking for
truly futuristic transportation.
“I would rather buy a flying
car, not an electric car,” said
senior Erika Salgado.

the line up

Choice is limited with cars that are electricity-based

Tesla Roadster ($100,000 and up)

2012 Nissan Leaf ($33,000 and up)

2012 Chevy Volt ($31,645 and up)

For many girls going to prom, getting in shape starts now
By Naomi Penny

M

any upperclassmen,
especially seniors,
can’t wait to go on prom. They
are already seriously thinking
about what they are going to
wear, what they going to drive,
what color to feature, who to take
as their date, and what hair style
to wear.
It’s about this time that girls,
in particular, really start their planning for what is often considered
one of the most important and
memorable events in their lives:
their prom formal. Unfortunately,
this thought process kicks off in
January, after the most fattening
holidays of the year: Christmas
and New Year’s Eve.

In fact, a large proportion
of Americans realize that they’ve
packed it on in December. It’s
been reported that gym managers say memberships increase
about 30 percent this time of
year.
Most people, even teenagers, gain some weight after sitting
down to waist-expanding meals
and leftovers featuring high fat,
high cholesterol, and high carbohydrates.
But now, with a real goal in
mind, teenage girls often try to
lose weight or plan to get into
better shape for that perfect dress
for the formal dance.
“All the girls have been in
this situation where you found
a very beautiful dress for prom,

but you have to cut some weight
just to fit in it and look sexy,” said
senior Karissa Johnson. “That’s
exactly when the girls are try to
find ways to lose weight fast before prom because they have no
idea what to do!”
Some believe that girls get
the idea of the right body shape
through what they see in the
media, including tiny models
found in advertising and shapely
actresses in movies and TV. However, a recent study published in
the March 2010 issue of the Journal of Health and Social Behavior
suggests that girls not only look
at their friends, schoolmates, and
peers to determine their feelings
about body weight.
The study's lead author, Anna

Mueller, a Ph.D candidate at the
University of Texas at Austin used
info from the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health.
The data had a sample of U.S.
adolescents in grades 7-12 in
132 middle and high schools in
80 communities, and appeared
to show that it’s really the people
around the girls who have the
biggest impact on how they feel
about their weight.
"The idea of normal weight
is locally defined," Mueller said
in her conclusion about the study.
"Adolescent culture is a unique
thing. Within the school, because
they spend so much time there,
peer relationships there are so
important, because the developmental stage of adolescence is so

powerful. The school culture can
be important above and beyond
the family influence and the media influences."
Even so, when looking at
the myriad of websites featuring prom dresses, virtually every
gown shown is being worn by a
girl who’s probably a size 2 or 4,
which may also explain why so
many females are in a big hurry to
shed a dress size or two.
And for those looking to lose
weight, there is only one true way
that works.
“Two fast ways to lose weight
for prom is exercising and diet-

Please turn to page 10 for
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a cut above

goin’ to
the show

Hairstyle trends: The Juice, Dreads
By Ariel Williams

January new releases

W

By Destenii Anderson

“U

nderworld
Awakening” (January
20) brings a stunning
new dimension
to the epic
battle between
Vampires
and Lycans
(werewolves), and
it is being shot
in 3D. Kate Beckinsale,
“Underworld Awakening”
star of the first two
films, comes back as the lead character in the movie, a vampire
warrior, named Selene. She escapes imprisonment to find herself in a
world where humans have discovered the existence of both Vampire
and Lycan clans, and are conducting an all-out war to eliminate both
immortal species. The first two parts of the series were action-packed
horror, so the third should be just as good. This should definitely
should be put on your must-see list in January.
“Contraband”
(January 13) with Mark
Wahlberg leading the
cast in this actionthriller. Chris Farraday
(Wahlberg) is trying to
stay away from a life of
crime and drugs, but
is soon forced back
into scene when his
brother in law makes a
bad deal with his old
“Contraband”
boss. He must network with old sources
in order for him to keep his wife
and kids from being a
target. I honestly believe that this movie will be great to watch because
it’s going to be amazing and drama-filled, which will probably keep you
on the edge of your seat.
“The Devil Inside”
(January 6) is about an
emergency phone call
received from Maria
Rossi (Suzan Cowley)
in 1989, admitting
to have killed three
people. The daughter
seeks to find out the
truth 20 years later
about if her mother is
mentally ill or possessed by demons. Two “The Devil Inside”
young exorcists come
face to face with four evil demons consuming Maria’s
body when they conduct an exorcism on her. To be
brutally honest, this movie seems like it is going to suck.
It’s supposed to be a horror film, but doesn’t seem “scary” at all, just
another typical creepy film we have all seen before. I would put this on
the Do Not See List in January.
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ould you prefer a
Dread Head (hairdreaded style) or the Juice
(box-Gumby cut)?
Since 2010, the popularity
of dread styles among AfricanAmericans and others has
become hot. What appears to
have really started the trend
was when rapper Waka Flocka
Flame walked on and off the
stage shaking his dreads.
For many boys, it's the
way to get the party started by
shaking their hair around. But
for others it's just to show off.

Waka Flocka Flame’s
dreads.
"I don't shake my dreads
to show off," said junior Khairi
Bailey. "I shake my dreads
when pulling and putting on
my football helmet just to
pump my energy up."
With having dreadlocks
comes with a lot of responsibility. You have to keep your
hair clean and also getting
your dreads re-styled regularly.
To get your hair re-dreaded usually costs no more than
$40-$50. If you’re only getting
it washed and rinsed, that will
cost no more than $20.

Want to know the difference between finger rolling and palm
rolling dreadlocks? Who doesn’t?! There are even websites
devoted to these hairstyles, such as Dreadheadhq.com.
It’s important to maintain the
look, according to some.
“I hate seeing boys with
matted dreads," said senior
Sabrina Allen. “They should really
get their hair redone every two
weeks. This will prevent matted
hair and stinky dreads."
So why not get a haircut,
instead?
Most boys wear the Juice
because of rapper Soulja Boy,
as he kick-started an old look,
courtesy of the upcoming remake
of the 1992 film Juice. He will
play the role of “Bishop,” which
was originally played by the late
Tupac Shakur.

Soulja Boy with his Juice
style.

The Juice, popularized in
the early ‘90s, is an asymmetrical
hair cut, usually with a part cut
at a slant. This can also be mistaken for a high-top fade. Some
boys favor having a design cut
in their part, while others have a
regular fade-cut slanted.
“I actually got the juice by
accident," said senior Dareil
Crowder. "My barber messed
up on my Mohawk, so he split
my part and turned into a box
cut."
Sometimes having the
Juice could also be a major
problem. You run out of ideas
in which you would like to
have your hair styled. You
either want your part on the
right or the left, short cut or
long cut?
Some, however, say these
old-school looks are just that:
old.
“I'm so tired of seeing boys with the Kid and
Play (Juice cut), said senior
Keyonna Ridley.” They all look
the same now. It was okay at
first, but now it seems like everybody in the city of Chicago
has the same one."

styles of the past
‘20s - ’30s
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Finger Wave
A method of setting hair into
waves (curls) that was popular in
the 1920s and 1930s. The process
involves pinching the hair between the fingers and combing
the hair in alternating directions to
make a wave shape.

Afro		
A hairstyle sported largely by
African-Americans, but also by
other ethnic groups and people
with very curly hair. The style
maintains that curly hair and
is grown and brushed out to
create a perfect halo of hair surrounding the head.

Pompadour
The pompadour was created
by combing the hair against the
sides, but pulling the hair up and
over on itself on top.

Jheri Curl
This exploded on the black hair
scene. Billed as a curly perm for
African Americans, the ultra-moist
hairstyle lasted through the 1980s.

Beehive		
Women sported this style by
teasing their hair up with plenty
of hair spray, usually in a tall,
dome shape that mimicked a
beehive.

Feathered Flip
Made popular by actress Farrah
Fawcett, thousands of women
copied this hairstyle in the
1970s. The hair would be parted
and teased back, but still soft
and flowing.

Conked Hair
This hairstyle called for a man
with naturally kinky hair to have it
chemically straightened using a
relaxer, so that the newly straightened hair could be styled in
specific ways.

Hi-Top Fade
Popular with African-American
youth in particular, the hair would
be shaved at the neck, puffed
straight up, and shaved flat at the
top. This style was popularized
by Will Smith and Kid ‘n’ Play-and, uh, Vanilla Ice.
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“Beauty and the
Beast,” the
classic tale,
from 1991,
is being
released
again
(January,
13) in
glorious 3D.
You
“Beauty and the Beast” in 3-D
know
the
story: It follows the adventures of Belle, a
bright
young woman imprisoned in the castle of a mysterious beast
and his enchanted staff, who must learn the most important lesson of all – that true beauty comes from within. From seeing the
movie several times already, I don’t believe releasing it in 3D will
make it any better. I believe that the Walt Disney Pictures are trying to use any thing possible to make more money by bringing
such an old movie back to life. Yawn.
“Joyful Noise”
(January
13) will
star Queen
Latifah,
Dolly Party,
and KeKe
Palmer.
The movie
basically
is about a
choir try“Joyful Noise”
ing to win
a music
competition, but the discord between the two
main ladies are threatening to tear them apart.
I
guarantee this will be a typical story: Two ladies not liking each
other at first, then becoming friends in the end and winning the
competition. In all honesty, I wouldn’t waste my money on a
movie a blind man could predict.
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basketball himself, Michael Jordan.
“Oh yeah, I'm a hometown
Chicago fan!” said Hudson, thinking about the possibility of seeing
the team in this year’s finals. “It’s
the Bulls, baby!”
But who will be the last
standing after the playoffs are
said and done? Although its only
the first week many teams are
determined to make their move
toward the championship.
Who will come out of the
East, Will it be the revenge-driven
Heat, the inspired Bulls, the vet-

eran Celtics or even the new-andimproved Knicks?
And about the West. Kobe's
in his last years; does he have
enough left in the tank?
Or have the new kids on the
block, the Thunder, shut it down?
Can we count on the Clippers to take
their share of Staples Center now?
Only time will tell, but everyone seems to already have their
predictions.
“It’s way to early to say, but
the Heat are looking determined
this year," said Smith. "It’s going

to be the Heat versus the Thunder in the finals. I believe we [will
be] taking the No. 2 seed in the
playoffs, then winning the championship in a 4-1 series.”
Others still see Miami’s
“dream team” as finally getting
the trophy.
“My personal favorite teams
are the Denver Nuggets and the
Golden State Warriors," said
Johnson, "but the Miami Heat will
undoubtedly win this year.”
We’ll see what Rose and
company have to say, though.

GETTING IN SHAPE FOR PROM
continued from page 9

ing,” said senior Ariel Willams.
“I don’t know what you’ve
heard, but to lose fat you have
to do a lot of cardio exercises.
If you have time, then [do it]
five times a week and also
avoid all the junk food and
sugar drinks is something you
must do if you want to lose
weight fast before the prom.”
Sensible, healthy ways
to lose weigh before prom
include counting calories of
the food you eat, limiting food
portions (no more second
helpings!), drinking some
green tea (3 or 4 cups a day),
and drinking 8 -10 glasses of
water in a day to speed up
your metabolism. This will
boost your energy also, and
you will feel less stressed.
Experts say to do all of
this and more.
“Reduce the amount of
calories you consume [and

choose] fruit instead of a candy
bar, and swap water in for soda
or juice,” nutritionist Anne Collins
states on Livestrong.com. “[And
a]void fast food offerings.”
“Get daily exercise,” recommends the government’s Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention. “Even if you don't have
the money to join a gym, you
can work harder in your physical
education classes or join an active
extracurricular activity. Running the
track after school, joining the Outdoor Club or swimming laps in the
campus pool can help you get the
60 minutes of physical activity.”
Some, unfortunately, do
things to shed some weight that
actually has the opposite effect.
The rise of obesity in America has
been linked to skipping breakfast,
according to a report by the American Journal of Epidimeology.
The Livestrong website gives
additional advice to for motivation.

“Purchase your prom
dress three months in advance,
in a size smaller than you wear
currently,” the site suggests.
“Hang the dress in a prominent place in your room so
you can see it daily. Before you
snack on greasy foods or want
to plop down on the couch
for the night, remember that if
you don't lose the weight, your
prom dress won't fit.”
Another way to stay on
the weight loss track is to get
support from a friend.
“Recruit a close friend to
be your weight loss buddy,”
the site advises. “A study of a
group of girls from Midwood
High School in Brooklyn, New
York, found that losing weight
for prom was easier when they
did it together. Set a goal
together, and then use each
other for support as you work
toward the goal.”

EMPEHI News Valentine ad form: In order to place an ad, you must complete this form, inserting the characters AND spaces between the words you
want printed in the grid below. However, EMPEHI News WILL edit the ad for any lascivious, slanderous, nefarious, gang-related, defamatory words or
phrases. One line minimum. NO REFUNDS. COMPLETE/RETURN THIS FORM TO MR. MAJESKE IN ROOM 326A AT THE BEGINNING OR END OF THE SCHOOL DAY, NO LATER THAN JANUARY 16.

10¢ per full/partial line used

To My Valentine: _____________________________

From/Love,
(YOUR NAME HERE; NO CHARGE FOR YOUR NAME)

(For receipt purposes) Your Name and Division ________________________
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Lady Mustangs continue winning ways
By Anthony Teruel

T

he Lady Mustangs
basketball team has had
a triumphant start to its season,
and it is only showing signs of
further improvement as the team
moves closer and closer to the
playoffs.
The top team in the Chicago Public Red-South Conference is enjoying a record of
10-6 (as of January 3), but the
team has suffered more losses
than those that can be put onto
a scorecard. There have been
injuries to senior center Gabrielle Richmond, junior guard
Kiara Carter, junior guard Camille Terry, and junior forward
Khalilah Morrow.
"It's been horrible being
out for four weeks," Carter said,
"[especially] knowing that I could
be helping my team [by] putting
in hard work and winning."
Although there have been
such an unusual number of injuries this year, the team is finding
much success on the court. The
Lady Mustangs lead their conference and have won by blow-outs
against Simeon (65-31), Oswego
(79-37), Harlan (74-16), and
CVCA (74-16). Senior Kendyl
Nunn is currently the conference’s leading scorer, averaging
12.7 points per game, according
to Maxpreps.com. Junior Kiara
Carter is ranked third among

scorers but is No. 1 in shooting
threes.
The team participated in
the Pickerington North Holiday
Classic a four-game tournament
in Ohio and two games in the
Detroit Country Day Shootout
over the winter break. The six
games were played across four
days, which sounded like a big
challenge for Lady Mustangs, as
they had to travel so far.
"We should be able to
handle it," junior guard Tristian
Anderson said before the series.
"We are not going all the way up
there to lose."
Unfortunately, the girls lost
two of the games in low scoring
battles: 40-35 against Cardinal
O’Hara on December 29 and 4640 against Fairmont on December 28. After the offense revived,
they did pick up a victory on the
30th against Pickerington Central,
65-48.
But losing is something that
the team has not been very good
at this season. The majority of
their losses have come in the
form of hard fought, close games
where the Mustangs were close to
pulling out a victory.
Only one opponent, Trinity,
was able to beat the Lady Mustangs in an embarrassing fashion,
62-35. However, that punishing
loss does not phase head coach
Thomas Johnson's view on how
far the team is going to go this

Lady Mustangs Tammy Russel (center) and Kendyl Nunn hustle down the court against Chicago
Vocational during a conference game in December. The girls won handily, thrashing the win-less
Cavaliers 74-16.
season.
"We are going to win the
city championship," Johnson said
very confidently.
There are only three conference games remaining: a Harlan
team with an 11-3 record (tonight
at 5:30 p.m.), Brooks College
Prep with a 7-9 record (January
17), and a win-less CVCA (January 19).

Staff victorious over GOODFellas
By Kylin Dillard

A

boys school
organization took
on members of the staff in a
fundraiser game just before
the winter intersession, in a
tightly-fought match that came
down to the final minutes, with
the staff coming out with the
victory.
GOODFellas, formerly

known as Gentlemen of Distinction (GOD), played the teachers
and other staff members well in
the physical game, but lost by
two points, 56-54. There were
also halftime performances by the
girls pom-pon team and Majorettes.
Those who played for the
victors were Nick Irvin, Ryan
Berba, Ian Randolph, Coach Radcliffe, Officer Cummings, Santos

Marchan, Coach Walter, Coach
Keith, Andre Johnson, Timothy
Gronholm, and Gabriel Harris.
Officiating was performed by
Marcus Muhammad.
Those on the GOODFellas team were Thomas Clay,
DeJohn Suber, Dion Mason,
Jason Driver, Ray Ballentine,
James Davison, Michael Hudson, Daquin Ramey, Reggie
Rogers, and Tremel Hughes.

(Clockwise from above left) Social sciences teacher Ryan Berba drives down the court in the
game pitting the staff against student-led GOODFellas. Reginald Rogers fights to get past the
staff team. The pom team and Majorettes perform at halftime. (Photos by Anthony Teruel).

NBA, fans return
By Seth McCormick

F

inally! After the lengthy
NBA lockout, which
was ultimately settled in late
November, the regular season
finally tipped off on Christmas
Day--perhaps the greatest gift
for many fans of the game.
“As far as the lockout, I
was upset like any other NBA
fan,” said Bulls fan Anthony
Hudson.”I’ve been a fan since
3rd grade.”
But those who follow the
NBA returned in droves. The
five Christmas games played
on that Sunday averaged 6.2
million viewers based on fast
national ratings, up from 6 million last year.
Many were forced to make
due with college basketball,
street basketball, video games,
and even replays of classic
NBA games in order to calm
their addiction.
“It was difficult to manage
in the offseason,” said Warriors
fan Brendan Johnson. “I found
myself watching a lot of college ball.”
But now with the season
well underway, along with a
condensed version of the regular season packed with teams
practically playing every day,
fans have put the dark days of
the lockout far behind them.
“I feel excited,” said
Magic fan Jireal Smith. “All
the games have been exciting
so far, and now I don’t have to
watch college and D-League
games [development league].”
After losing the preseason
and 16 games of the regular
season, many NBA fans couldn't
bear to see another game canceled and were only too happy
for the five great match-ups
on December 25 (with season
records as of January 3): Boston
Celtics (3-3) at New York Knicks
(2-3), a repeat of the 2011 NBA
Finals with the Miami Heat (5-1)
at the reigning champion Dallas
Mavericks (2-4), the Chicago
Bulls (5-1) at the LA Lakers (4-3),

the Orlando Magic (4-2) at the
Oklahoma City Thunder (5-2),
and the LA Clippers (2-2) at the
Golden State Warriors (2-3).
Nearly each of the games
were worth the hype, featuring
big victories that came down
to the wire.
Guard Carmelo Anthony
led his New York Knickerbockers to a win over guard Rajon
Rondon and his Boston Celtics
in the day’s early game,106-104.
“I already knew that
Carmelo was going to get the
win,” said Knicks fan Dequin
Ramey. “He's a basketball
god; he's perfect.”
The Heat’s talented trio of
forward Lebron James, guard
Dwayne Wade, and forward
Chris Bosh trampled over the
same Dallas Mavericks that had
defeated them six months prior
in the finals. For a majority of
the game they were up by 15+
points, finishing 105 - 94.
The dynamic duo of guard
Russell Westbrook and forward
Kevin Durant was too much for
the Magic under the wing of
center Dwight Howard, 97 - 89.
The revamped Clippers
with new guards Chris Paul
and Chauncey Billup proved to
be a great force with forward
Blake Griffin as they blew past
Stephen Curry and the Warriors, 105-86.
Chicago fans had a even
better holiday as the new-andimproved Bulls, led by Chicago
native guard Derrick Rose and
new addition Richard Hamilton,
beating the Kobe Bryant-led
Lakers in the final seconds (courtesy of Rose), 88-87.
“I was proud of the Bulls,"
said Johnson, “having calm
nerves and pulling off a win on
the road in Staples Center [in
LA] on opening night!"
The Bulls in the last two
seasons appear to be pointing
their horns in a direction last
accomplished by the face of
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